In [3] the homeomorphism extension result of [1] was generalized to .F-manifolds by proving that if X is an F-manifold, K t and K 2 are Z-sets in X, and h is a homeomorphism of K x onto K 2 which is homotopic in X to the identity on K 19 then there exists an ambient isotopy G of X onto itself such that G o is the identity on X and (?i I JKI = h t . (By ambient isotopy we mean that each level is onto). It is obvious that an isotopic homeomorphism extension property for jP-manifolds requires the property that the homeomorphism be homotopic to the identity.
An isotopy F: X x I ~-+ Y is said to be an invertible ambient isotopy provided that F is ambient and F*:Ix/-»ΓxI, defined for each t by F*(x, t) = (F(x, t),t), is a homeomorphism. In the extension theorem of [3] cited above, it was not asserted that G be invertible, but it is obvious that the argument given there does allow one to conclude that it is invertible.
It is the purpose of this paper to obtain an analogue for Q-manifolds of the result cited above as established in [3] . A continuous function /: X -> Y is proper provided that the inverse image of each compact subset of Y is compact. A homotopy F: X x I -> Y is proper provided that the map F is proper. The most general homeomorphism extension theorem we obtain for Q-manifolds is given in Theorem 6.1 of this paper, but we state a weaker version of it below.
THEOREM. Let X be a Q-manifold, A be a locally compact separable metric space, and let f and g be embeddings of A into X such that f(A) and g(A) are Z-sets. Then there exists an invertible ambient isotopy G of X onto itself such that G o = id and G^f = g if and only if f and g are properly homotopic.
We remark that if A is compact, then we can drop the requirement that the homotopy be proper. COROLLARY 
Let X be a Q-manifold, A be a compact metric space, and let f and g be embeddings of A into X such that f(A) and g(A) are Z-sets. Then there exists an invertible ambient isotopy G of X onto itself and that G o -id and G L of = g if and only if f and g are homotopic.
We also show that for manifolds which admit half-open interval factors [0, 1), we can also drop the requirement that the homotopy be proper. In § 5 we give an example to show the distinction between the use of homotopies and proper homotopies for (locally-compact) Qmanifolds. However, the restriction to proper homotopies is not a serious philosophical restriction, because for locally compact spaces the maps one constructs in natural ways are proper. Indeed, proper maps and proper homotopies seem to provide a suitable framework for studying locally compact (but not compact) spaces.
Even though the statement of the extension theorem given in this paper for Q-manifolds is similar to the corresponding theorem established in [3] for .F-manifolds, the proof is quite different. This is due in large part to the open embedding theorem of David W. Henderson [7] , which says that every .F-manifold can be embedded as an open subset of s.
The extension theorem of [3] was obtained by applying the open embedding theorem of [7] , replacing the given homotopy by one in which all the fibers are parallel in one coordinate direction, and then using motions only in this one direction for the extension. Unfortunately not all Q-manifolds can be embedded as open subsets of 7°°, nor does there appear to be a weaker version of an open embedding theorem that would help.
The extension theorem of [3] has been done with an "estimation" on the extension, i.e., if the given homotopy is "close" to the identity, then the ambient isotopy can be constructed "close" to the identity, where "close" will be made precise in the next section. In Theorem 6.1 we also obtain an estimation on the extension.
In a forthcoming paper, On the structure of Hilbert cube manifolds, the second author will use the results of this paper to establish some representation and characterization theorems concerning Qmanifolds.
2* Preliminaries* For each integer n > 0 we let Wi = {(Xi) e I°° I x n = 1} and W~ = {(x { ) el°°\x n = -1}, where we use the representation 7~ = ΠT=Ji, with 7* = [- A subset K of I°° is said to have infinite deficiency provided that for each of infinitely many different coordinate directions, K projects onto a single interior point of that interval. It is shown in [4] that if X is any Q-manifold, then X and X x I°° are homeomorphic. This result was used in [6] to obtain the following characterization of Z-sets in Q-manifolds. LEMMA 
Let X be a Q-manifold and let K be a closed subset of X. Then K is a Z-set if and only if there is a homeomorphism h: X -> X x I°° such that π^QiζK)) has infinite deficiency.
We can use Lemma 2.3 to obtain an easy proof of the somewhat stronger result.
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a Q-manifold and let K be a Z-set in X.
Then there is a homeomorphism h:
Proof. Using Lemma 2.3 there is a homeomorphism /:
• Then the composition of the following homeomorphisms gives h.
A cover ^ of a space X is said to be star-finite provided that the closure of each element of ^ intersects the closures of only finitely many other members of ^/. There is a useful convergence procedure from [5] We shall need a mapping replacement theorem that has been established in [3] . We list it below.
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a topologically complete separable metric space, X be an F-manifold, B be a closed subset of A, and let f: A-* X be a continuous function such that f\B is a homeomorphism of B onto a Z-set in X. If ^ is any open cover of X, then there exists a homeomorphism h of A onto a Z-set in X such that h iŝ S-close to f and h\B =f\B.
3* Replacing mappings with embeddings* We will need to replace mappings with homeomorphisms that are "close" to the mappings. These results are established in Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 below. An analogous result for F-manifolds is stated in Lemma 2.6 above. THEOREM 
Let X be a Q-manifold, ^ be an open cover of X, A be a locally compact separable metric space, and let B be a closed subset of A. If f: A-> X is any proper map such that f | B is a homeomorphism of B onto a Z-set in X, then there is an embedding g: A-> X such that g(A) is a Z-set, g | B = f\ B, and g is
Proof. Using Lemma 2.3 there is a homeomorphism h: X-+X x I°°s uch that h(f(B)) c X x {0}, where 0 = (0, 0, •) e I°°. Using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we can clearly obtain an embedding φ:
and φ I X x {0} = id.
Thus φohof: i^Ix J°° is a proper map, φohof(A) is to fto/, and φoh°f\B -h°f\B. Now φoh°f(B) is a closed subset oflxs which is σ-compaet. Since Xx sis obviously an F-manifold and each compact subset of an jP-manifold is a ^-set, we conclude that φohof(B) is a iί-set in X x s.
Note that A is a topologically complete separable metric space. Thus for each open cover f of I x ί°° there is, by Lemma 2.6, a homeomorphism Θ of A onto a Z-set inlxs such that θ \ B = h°f\B and θ is 5^-close to φohof. Since 5^ is arbitrary we can require that Θ(A) be closed in X x I°% hence a Z-set in X x J~, and θ be h(^)-close to φohof. Clearly # = h~ιoθ: A -> X is a homeomorphism of A onto a Z-set in X such that g|I? -/| JB and g is St (^)-close to /.
It is easy to produce examples to show that the assumption that / be proper is necessary in the preceding theorem. For example let A = (-1,1), B = {0}, X= I~, and let /: A -X be defined by f(x) = 0, for all xe A. Clearly A cannot be embedded as a closed subset of X.
Even though there are examples which show the necessity of assuming / to be proper in Theorem 3.1, there are a large class of Q-manifolds for which this assumption is not necessary. We will first need a preliminary result. ) to fulfill our requirements. 4* A preliminary homeomorphism extension theorem* In this section we obtain a homeomorphism extension theorem (Theorem 4.1) for Q-manifolds which is applicable only in special cases. We will use this in the next section for a more general version.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that there is a homeomorphism
If / and g are embeddings of a space A into a space X, then by the induced homeomorphism of f(A) onto g(A) we mean the homeomorphism <p:f(A) -> g(A) defined by φ -g°f~λ.
We will need the following preliminary result. LEMMA 
Let X be a Q-manifold and let /:/->X be an embedding such that f(I) is a Z-set. Then there is an embedding h: /°°->X such that h(I°°\Wt) is an open subset of X containing /(/).
Proof. We first show that there is a δ e (0, 1) such that for each te [O, δ] , there is a homeomorphism of X onto itself which takes /(/) onto /([ί, 1]).
It is clear that there is a basic open subset U of I°° and an embedding g':Cl(U)->X such that g'{U)
is an open subset of X containing /(0). We may treat Cl(U) as a Hubert cube and regard Bd ([/) as a finite union of endslices of Cl (U). By choosing a subset of J7, if necessary, we can, without loss of generality, assume further that Bd (U) is homeomorphic to I°°. Thus there is an embedding g: I°° -> X such that g (I°°\Wΐ) is an open subset of X containing /(0). This follows from the homeomorphism extension theorem of [1] Choose Then Θ = g~ι°φ°g defines a homeomorphism of g~ι{g{I°°) Γ)/(/)) onto flΓW) n/P, 1])) satisfying * | g-ι {g{I~) n/(/» ΓΊ TΓ+ -id. But g~ι(g{I~) n/(/)) and g~ι{g{I-) Πf ([δ, 1] )) are ^-sets in I~. Using the extension theorem of [1] we can extend # to a homeomorphism θ:I°° ->I°° such that 5 | TFί = id. Then goθog-1 gives a homeomorphism of #(/°°) onto itself such that goθog- 1 In the following theorem we show how to extend the induced homeomorphism between two homotopic embeddings of a locally compact separable metric space into a Q-manifold, where the given homotopy is an embedding onto a J?-set. The procedure will be to apply Lemma 4.1 to do the extension along the fibers of the homotopy. THEOREM 
\ g(Wt) = id and goθog-1 extends φ. Extend this to a homeomorphism a:X ->X so that a I X\g(I~) = id. We then have a(f(I)) = f([δ, 1]). Now let A be the subset of [0,1] consisting of all δ e [0,1) such that for each te[O, δ), there is a homeomorphism of X onto itself taking /(/) onto f([t, 1]). From what we have shown above it follows routinely that A = [0,1). Let h':I oo -*X be an embedding such that h'{I*\Wt) is an open subset of X containing /(I). Choose ε in (0, 1) so that /([I -ε, 1]) c h'(I~\Wt). Since

Let X be a Q-manifold and let A be a locally compact separable metric space. If F:AxI-*X is an embedding such that F(A x I) is a Z-set, then the induced homeomorphism of F 0 (A) onto F X (A) can be extended to a manifold homeomorphism.
Proof. Write A = \Jn=ιA n , where each A n is compact and A n c Int (A n+1 ) (with Int (A n+1 ) denoting the interior of A n+1 ). Also write X = \Jn=iX n y where each X n is compact and X n clnt (-X» +1 ) It is clear that for each n > 0 there are integers i n , j n ^ 0 such that . We note that g 2 \ B 2 Γ) Bd (h 2 (I°°)) = id. Thus using the techniques employed in the construction of / L we can construct a homeomorphism f 2 : X->X which extends g 2 and satisfies f 2 \ X\h 2 (I°°) -id. It is clear that if we continue this process and put f = LΠ? =ι fi, then / is a homeomorphism of X onto itself which extends the induced homeomorphism of F 0 (A) onto F ll2 (A) .
Using this result we can obtain a homeomorphism / of X onto itself which extends the induced homeomorphism of F λ (A) onto F lj2 (A) . Then f~ιof is a homeomorphism of X onto itself which extends the induced homeomorphism of F Q (A) onto F λ (A). F(A x I) be embedded as a Z-set. We first establish a lemma which will be used here and in the next section. 
Proof. Let f:X->Xx/°°
be a homeomorphism such that f(F 0 (A) U F^A)) c X x {0}. By adjusting one of the coordinates of I°° we can easily obtain an invertible ambient isotopy G':(Ix I°°) x I-> X x I~ such that G' Q = id, (G^foF^A)) ΠfoF Q {A) = 0, and G' is limited by /(^). Then G: X x I-+X, defined by
G(x,t)=f~1oG\f(x),t) ,
is an invertible ambient isotopy which is limited by ^ and which
; is a proper map and we have Fi = JP 0 , i^7/ = G^F^ and JF' is limited by St (^).
It follows that F'\(Ax {0} U (A x {1}) is an embedding of (A x {0}) U (A x {1}) onto a Z-set in X. Applying Theorem 3.1 there is an embedding H: We now present a simple example which shows that in Theorem 5.1 the condition that the homotopy be proper is necessary. Let X -I°°\{p, q}, where p and q are distinct points of I°°. Let A -(0,1) and let / x : A -* X be an embedding so that Λ(A) is a Z-set and Gli°° (fi(A)) is an arc containing p and q as endpoints. Let / 2 : A->X be an embedding so that f z {A) is a Z-set and Cί 7~ (Λ(A)) is a simple closed curve containing p and missing q. Clearly there is a homotopy F:AxI->X satisfying F o = f t and 2?\=/ 2 , but ί 7 is not proper.
If the induced homeomorphism of f t (A) onto f 2 (A) could be extended to a homeomorphism of X onto itself then XXf^A) would be homeomorphic to X\f 2 (A).
But the one-point compactification of XXf^A) is JΓ°° and the one-point compactification of X\f z (A) is not simply connected, giving us a contradiction.
We also obtain a version of 
